
GAME DESCRIPTION

In the mystical dark forest lives a red-haired witch called Rowana. She may be young but even at such age she is already 

immensly powerful witch and an expert in brewing magic potions, resurrect pumpkins, and summon the spirits of fortune 

and wealth! 

Sounds spooky? Not really? Then lets visit her on the spookiest holiday of the year, the Halloween, for which the master 

witch shall prepare the best and spookiest party imaginable! 

Visit Rowana’s in Platipus’ new game Little Witchy, and take note of numerous wonders that happen here. Should you 

collect a witch symbol, you will learn that they act as scatters. Hit 3, 4 or 5 Scatters at the same time to win 10, 20 or 

30 Free Spins respectively. Also keep an eye on the symbols disappearing during Free Spins, as once they gets cascading 

your will get an extra win multiplier for all the remaining Free Spins! But that’s not all. Should your wish for some extra 

luck in getting those Scatters you can always ask Rowana (for appropriate payment) to miracle them for you in Platipus 

newes Buy Bonus feature. 

Ready to be spooked? Good, then, turn off the lights and fire up your devices to join the Master Witch Rowana on her 

Halloween adventure!
THEME: WITCH, HALLOWEEN, MAGIC

TECHNOLOGY: HTML5

RESOLUTION: 1280x720

DEVICES: Mobile, desktop

PLAYER DEMOGRAPHIC: ALL

PLAYER SKILL LEVEL: ALL

REELS: 5

LINES: 10

MINIMUM TOTAL BET: 0.10

SYMBOLS: 10

SCATTER SYMBOL: YES

SUPER LINES FEATURE: YES

FREE SPINS FEATURE: YES

CASCADING MULTIPLIER FEATURE: YES

BUY BONUS FEATURE: YES

GAME ID: 552

LAUNCH ID: littlewitchy

DEFAULT RTP: 95,03%

RTP MAIN GAME: 57,18%

RTP FEATURES: 37,85%

HIT FREQUENCY IN MAIN GAME: 43,08% (1:2 spins)

START FREQUENCY OF ANY FEATURE: 0,73% (1:138 spins)

RTP BUY BONUS FEATURE:
50 total bets
170 total bets
360 total bets

94,27%
93,03%
92,78%

VOLATILITY: Medium/High

CURRENCIES: 100+

AVAILABLE LANGUAGES: EN, DA, RU, ES, IT, ZH-CN, DE, TR, JA, TH, ID, VI, SV, PT, FR, ZH-

TW, KO, RO



SUPER LINES FEATURE
Winning combination is considered a combination of 3 or more identical symbols anywhere on the 
payline.

FREE SPINS FEATURE
Simultaneously hitting 3, 4 or 5 Scatter symbols will reward the player with extra game featuring 10, 
20 or 30 Free Spins respectively.
Hitting 3 Scatter symbols in a single spin during Free Spins will reward the player with 10 extra spins, 
and every consecutive Scatter symbol in the same spin will award 10 more Free Spins (e.g. 4 Scatters 
will reward with 20 Free Spins, 5 Scatters will reward with 30 Free Spins).
 • Extra game retains the same line bet as the triggering spin.

CASCADING MULTIPLIER FEATURE
Free Spins start with extra win multiplier of 1.
During Free Spins, hitting a winning combination will not only award a player with a payout but 
will also make the symbols that took part in winning combination to disappear, leaving empty 
space. Symbols above the empty space will fall down to fill in the spaces and possibly forming 
new combinations. Every time this occurs, the extra win multiplier for all remaining Free Spins will 
increase by one for every cascade.


